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BUDDHISM
and the

BUSINESS
OF DYING

"The funeral profession has managed to educate us not only to accept extravagant display, but to demand it under the delusion that lavish send-offs are
the precise measure of our religion, family love, and true-blue Americanism
•••. That education has been so effective that the modern American funeral-with its vulgarity, unethical business practices, and sacrifice of spiritual
values to materialistic trappings--has become for many students of the national scene a symbol of cultural sickness •••• The costly~ body-centered rituals
in America today parallel in a startling fashion the funerary activities in
ancient Egypt where--and it is said only partly in jest--the grave robbers
saved the nation from bankruptcy by stripping the dead Pharaohs of their
treasure and putting it back into circulation."
--Ruth Mulvey Harmer in
THE HIGH COST OF DYING

" TJ,~ mind of the Zen a.dept is fa.ut-- rea.dy like a. drawn bow. "

•
BUDDHISM Ai~D
THE BUSINESS OF DYING
Introduction
The purpose of' this issue of ZEN BOW is to help our readers with more
practical information and guidance in the event of death. Matters relating
to funerals, wills, and services are explored here and a course of action
suggested which will enable Zen Buddhists (and others equalfY concerned)
to pre-plan for death, saving their friends and families great difficulties.
These preparations may also be considered part of spiritual training
for the death experience, and to neglect or overlook them is unwise.
Setting the tone for this material are some excerpts from a member's ·
Dharma Dialogue, "How I Became a Zen Buddhist, or Do We Have a Chaice?"
Unrehearsed and spontaneous, her account of her husband's death reminds us
again--in a particularly vivid way--of what should need no reminder.
And, finally, this issue closes with book reviews of THE WHEEL OF DEATH
by two well-known figures in the Buddhist world.
Perhaps there are some people who feel that ZEN BOW--or ·even Zen itself
The Greek philosopher
Epictetus is very clear on that point: "Let death be daily before your eyes
and you will never entertain any abject thought, nor too eagerly covet anything."
--is excessively concerned witJ.1 dying and death.

* *

*

HOW I BECAME A ZEN BUDDHIST,
OR DO WE HAVE A CHOICE?
(Excerpts from a Dharma Dialogue)

Fifteen years ago, when he was
thirty-seven, my liusbanctdied. And
suddenly, in one night, all of the
images of myself, the props to my ego,
just went right down the drain. I had
been a wife and mother. I wasn't a
wife, I wasn't a . lover, I wasn't a helpmate. I had basked in his success. My
position in the community depended upon
his prominence; even my income was cut
two-thirds. I had three children, the
youngest only two and a half, and there
was just nothing left to support them
inside me. And the oddest thing hap-

pened. All these things suddenly had
to be done. I had to call his parents,
meet them at the plane; I had to make
funeral arrangements; there were busin~s associates who were terribly upset
and needed reassuring, there were friends
who were deeply disturbed because Lewis
was a very creative and brilliant and
charismatic man~ and a great many people
depended on him in many ways. And they
all wanted to talk about him, and I was
the person they wanted to talk to. And
somehow, all these things were done.
Very simply.
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And I remember standing in the kit- ,
chen a cduple of days after the funeral,
Al1\d sort of looking down at my body,
feeling as . though it really was empty.
If anyone had asked me what , it felt like
to be empty I would have visualized a
balloon with the air gone. Only I didn't
feel like this at all. I felt like a
prism on a chandelier, crystal,' and somewhere off behind me this great flood of
love was just pouring through me. And
everybody I saw, and everything I saw,
was just bathed in this love. And the
remarkable thing is that this ·feeling
held up for several weeks~ Through the
closing of two houses, the move of the
family to a ranch in Oklahoma for awhile,
and then gradually it began to fade.
And I tried to pray to stay that clear,
so I'd just be reflecting, but I didn't
know who I was praying to, or what I
meant by it. It was 'just a kind of
yearning. And ·of course I didn't stay
clear.

1n their family. So we were really the
blind leading the blind. And the men in
the pulpits were hard-working, earnest,
sincere people, but they couldn't answer
the questions because they just d:i.dn·' t
know.

* * *

When the moment comes when th~ chips
are down and everything is right down
, to the nitty-gritty, when you are facing
death, how much good will those two million in the bank do you? How much good
will your being a senator do your mother
if she haf just been told she has terminal cancer? What could you give your
mother to compare with what my son gave
me when my father Wg.S dying? [A copy
of THE 'l'HREE PILLARS OF ZEN.] I sat by
his bedside and he had cancer of the
stomach and I watched him die of starvation. And I was frantic. He was a
So finally, 1in desperation and desChristian Scientist and he wouldn't go
pair, one day I went to Tulsa. I went
to the hospital, and I couldn't stand
to see a minister whom I thought surely
what I imagined to be his agony. And
my son convinced me that I shouldn't,
would know. He patted my hand and told
me ·chat some people never even got to
that I could not impose my own fear
on my father and negate what maybe was
see the top of the mountain, but it
the whole point of his life. And bereally wasn't a place we could live.
He gave me a book to read, and said just
cause of this, my father did indeed die
beautifully. And he found the strength
to sort of pray about it. So I went
that he had nevet had, in those last
home, and that night I went out in the
cornfield and I cried, all the tears that few weeks of his life, which he couldn't
have fo~d pumped full of drugs. You
hadn't come before and a few more be~
~an't give anybody anything that will
sides. Not for Lew's death, but because
matter more than that.
somebody had just closed the gates of
hell in behind me.
And that's what your practice is

And I was desolate. So, I joined a
really all about. Because all the rest
of it gets just stripped away when
church and I tried to find out what God
you're in the presence of death. It
, was all about and what prayer was all'
looks like it's forever away when you're
about and nobody see~ed to know, really.
twenty, but there is never that much
All the people in the churches I attendtime. And this .kind of opportunity is
ed were either asking the samJ questions
that I was asking, or they were there be- so rare!
--(J .C.H.)
cause everybody had always gone to church
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FUNERALS, WILLS AND TllE ZEN CENTER

Thinking about death--especially one's own--is not a pleasant task.
And planning for death is usually viewed as either downright macabre
or strictly the concern of those who have complicated estates to arrange. Young people, particularly those with few possessions and
limited resources, are usually reluctant to consider wills, funeral
arrangements and the like. Yet it is precisely these people who may
benefit the most by "pre-planning" for death, and who may save their
friends and relatives untold troubles by doing so.
·
Refusal to face up to the inevitability of death
spiritual and emotional problem but a practical one
there has been no pre-planning, one's survivors are
prevailing custom and the funeral "Establishment."
be disastrous.

is not solely a
as well. When
at the mercy of
The results can

An All-American Funeral

,,

'

Few ZEN BOW readers would desire the kind of elaborately materialistic funeral satirized in Evelyn Waugh's THE LOVED ONE and condemned
by such best-sellers as THE HIGH COST OF DYING and THE AffERICAN WAY
OF DEATH. But in the. absence of any clear-cut written instructions,
the survivors can too often be pressured into making this. kind of arrangement, which may include a satin- and velvet-lined casket with an
innerspring mattress, cosmetics and clothing for the corpse, and a
burial plot in a ' "good neighborhood." Aside from the tastelessness
and lack of spiritual yalues implicit in this type of funeral, the
financial expense for the grieving family could be well over a thousand dollars.
Those who feel that their families could never be forced into making such excessive arrangements might consider the experience of a
Los Angeles newspaper reporter seeking an inexpensive funeral home:
Deciding to investigate one of the funeral
homes advertising a very low "special," he
went to the establis1went, representing
himself as a man who had just lost his wife.
He was welcomed cordially and led into a
"selection" room t'1here he was invited to
take his pick of the caskets on display-all of which :ar exceeded the price that
had been advertised for a complete funeral.
When he insisted that he wanted information
about the advertised funeral, he was turned
over to another salesman. Then he was led
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down a flight of stairs to a basement room,
where a_pine box stbod partly in, a puddle
of water beneath the glare of an U(lshaded
light. Beside it on the floor was a. small
assortment of fruit peelings, seemingly
arranged for the most distasteful effect.

"

"There it is, Bud." The salesman kicked the
the casket. "That's the deal. 11 1

Of course, not all funeral directors stoop to such tactics. But
running a funeral home is, after all, a business, and it takes a
very self-possessed ,person to 'withstand a sales pitch at a time of
such stress. For those who wish· a funeral that runs counter to
custom (and a simple burial or cremation definitely does), pre-planning is a necessity.

Return to Simplicity
How does one _go about obtaining the necessary information to make
arrangements for his funeral? The best place to start is with one's
local memorial society. These non-profit organizations serve as , ·
clearinghouses for relevant information on funerals, burial, cremation and organ donation in the vicinity and help to obtain for their
·members "simpJ.e, dignified funerals at modest cost. 11 2 Memorial societies keep on file the written requests of their members and stand by
to help the ,survivors at tne time of death.
Zen Center members are urged to . join their local memorial society
or, at the very least, to study the book "A Manual of Simple .Burial,"
and put their requests in writing. Upon joining the memorial ,society,
a form stating your requests in great detail should be filled . out and
copies filed witb the memorial society, close relatives and. friends,
and at the Zen Center. The memorial society will ·then help you find
a funeral director who will comply with your requests. Since these
forms are not legally binding and responsibility for -the funeral arrangements is the concern o'f the - nearest blood relative (not husband
'
or wife), it is a good idea to take the time ro discuss
your wishes
with your family as well as sending them the forms which state your
requests. This will give your t'amily an opportunity to clear away
any misunderstandings and to' comprehend just why you want to have a ,
Buddhist funeral·. It is very likely then that your p1ans will be

'

lTHE HIGH COS+ ()F DYING, by Ruth Hulvey Harmer
2 11A Manual of Simple Burial. 11 Available at local memorial societies
or through the Whole Earth Catalogue.
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respected. Advance planning for death requires sympathetic acceptance
by an entire family if _it is not to become a source of discord.
The copy of the form you send to the Zen Center should be accompanied by a photograph of yourself measuring approximately 'six
inches by nine. This will be used at the funeral or memorial service in the ways that are described in Roshi's book THE WHEEL OF
DEATH. On the form itself you may outline any specific instructions
you may have regarding your funeral service: a certain passage you
want read, a sutra chanted, a certain friend you want to speak, and
so on. With this kind of information on file, the Center will be
better able to give its members meaningful s .e rvices.

The Mem?rial Society's Role: The Funeral Arrangements
In many funerals today attention is centered on the embalmed
body and the elaborate trappings . that make it look lifelike, .t hat
assure it a "comfortable rest," and that will prevent it from neglect
and decay. These materialistic customs not only bear little relation
to the Christian and Jewish faiths, but are unessential to Zen Buddhists. Many times more meaningful would be arrangements that "shift
the focus from the body to the spiritual significance of life and
death. 11 3 This is pred,sely what memorial societies are set up to do.
In most localities they are able to help members arrange for immediate
burial without embalming or immediate cremation as well as medical
donation. These options are discussed in 'd etail in "A Manual of
Simple Burial." ·
Some Buddhist texts ·reconnnencl a one- to three-day wait before a
body is buried or cremated. This is an individual decision, as opinion
on the subject is varied and, of course, when organs are donated, no
'wait is possible. In disposing of the body, cremation is not only the
Buddhist preference but is also more desirable from the ecological
point of view, as land is becoming more and. more scarce. The Zen Center is considering the possibility of scattering or burying ashes on
the country land at Honeoye.

Wills. Donations and Trusts
Second only to the problem of funeral arrangements is the disposition of a person's estate when he dies. Those wh9 wish to bequeath
money or personal property to the Zen Center must make out a will,

3 11A Manual of Simple Burial"

"
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for in the absence of one the State arbitrarily divides the estate
among the next-of-kin~ (Under New York State law, one third of your
property will be given to surviving spouses and two-thirds will be
divided among your children.) Having a lawyer make out a will is
the best , way to assure tha~ it is complete and legally binding, and
depending on the size and complexity of the estate, it may not cost
much at all. A good lawyer will be happy to give you a rough price
estimate in advance.
·
·
Partly out of necessity and partly in the spirit of research, a
Zen Center staff member recently consulted with a lawyer and had a
will drawn up. He reports - that his will is a fairly simple one and
· only cost him $10. "Even if you just have a small sum of money, a
car, or a Japanese art print that you wish to leave to the Center,
it's worth having a will drawn up," he remarked. "Otherwise there's
absolutely no chance at all that this will happen."

~

Certain kinds of trust arrangements, such as an Inter-Vivos Trust,
may be considered in addition to a will. With an Inter-Vivos Trust,
a person may donate property to the Zen Center at any time, but he
retains use of the property while he is alive. At the time of his
death, the property automatically goes to the Center. (This kind
of trust would be most often used for items such as books and art
objects.) The great advantage of such a trust is that it avoids
the probating of a will tl1rough the courts and thus saves time and
legal expense:
There are other ways of arranging for disposition of your property, such as Totten Trusts, testamentary trusts, two-portion wills
and insurance plans. As the possibilities are numerous and complex, they should be arranged by a lawyer as p~rt of a complete
estate plan. When consulting with a lawyer, be sure that he uses
the correct legal name of the Zen Center in your will -or trust agreement. This is "The Zen Center, Rochester, New York." Tell him that
the Center is a bona fide legal organization incorporated in 1971 as
a religious corporation under the laws of the State of New York.
This will ' eliminate the possibility of donating your property to
the wrong Zen Center or none at all.

The Zen Center's Role: The Funeral Service
As the Zen Center continues to grow, more and more consideration
is being given to certain basic needs of what is becoming quite a
large Buddhist ~ommunity. Birth, marriage, initiation and death
all call for simple, meaningful rites of passage so that we may
approach them with a heightened sense of awareness and significance.
Several memorial services have been held at the Center so far--for
members, for Jimi Hendrix, for the Attica dead--and the Center is
continuing to consider rituals and ceremonies that can be adapted
to accord with both this country's customs and the spirit of Zen·.
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One idea that has been suggested
is having wooden memori al plaques
(like the one pictured) made up for
each member upon his death. These
are traditionally inscribe<l with
. a person's Buddhist n anv.:'! , dat13 of '
' death, and some Buddhist quotation
or insignia. Quite different in
spirit than heavy gravestones, they
are not only a f~tting memorial to ·
the deceased but are a reminder to
the living of how death is viewed
in Buddhism: that the departed are
still a living reality, not just
"dead and gone." The plaques would
be kept in a special room at the
Center and used on the altar at :
subsequent memorial services, much
the way the member's photograph is
used at the first service-, and they
may also be used on the home altar.
(A complete description of this
ceremony is found in THE WHEEL OF
DEATH.)

In Summary
All those who wish to have a simple burial, cremation or funeral, /
and who would \like to save their survivors the trouble and expense
of arranging for it would do well to join their local memorial societies and plan for death in advance. Zen Center members are urged to
file with the Center a copy of the memorial society request form together with a clear photograph of themselves for use at their service.
In most cases the funeral services in town, or within a 1OO-mile radius,
where it is possible for Roshi to be present at the service, will be
held at the place where death occurred. And members should specify
whether t~ey want ~he simple one-day service or the extended service
(every day for seven days and once a week for the next forty-nine days)
as outlined in THE WHEEL OF DEATH. And any member or friend of the
Center who wishes to leave the Center money or property should consult
a lawyer and have a proper will drawn up~
,
One final note. Pondering and meditating on death is part of the
religious pract'ice in every major tradition. There are some orders
of Christian monks and nuns, for example, who live with their simple
coffins always in sight and even tum daily a spadeful of earth from
the place that will eventually serve as the grave. In the same way,
making practical arrangements for one's death can help us face up to
its inevitability, its actuality. Until we -learn ta _accept it f~lly,
we are n?t living at our best.

--c.c.
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NOTE: The Zen Center is currently workine with the Memorial Society
to have a special form prepared, and rates arranged, for our in-town
members, Before we join, however, the Center would like to know how
many of the local members are interested. This applies also before
we begin building memorial plaques, which will be available to anyone. If you feel that either or both of these undertakings would .
benefit you, please fill in and return the form below (or a facsimile} to the Zen Center.

() I am interested in joining the Memorial Society
( ) I am interested in obtainin,g a memorial plaque
Name

----------------------

---------------------

Address

~': * *

WHAT TO DO WHEN DEATH OCCURS
1) Death must be pronounced by a physician. If no physician
is in attendance, call a physician or the local police .
immediately.
2) Call the Zen Center,
tions.

Inform them of the written instruc-

3) Call the cooperating mortician, mentioning the Society
membership. i·Iake it clear what will or will not be expected. Don't hesitate to discuss costs as in any other
busin~ss transaction.
4) If help is needed, call a Memorial Society Officer.
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"DEATH"

E't
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"He whose insight penetrates here
is a truly great man"
--Calligraphy by Zen Master Hakuin

Two Reviews of
THE WHEEL OF DEATH

JOHN BLOFELD

Author and Buddhist Scholar
This little book by the author of
THE THREE PILLARS OF ZEN is a very fascinating and, :hi a way, unexpected work.
For Western Buddhists, it fulfills a
great need by instructing them in the
manner of preparing for death intraditional Buddhist fashion and of helping others to die satisfactorily. The
processes of preparing for death, dying
and finding oneself dead are of particular importance to all believers in
the doctrine of rebirth, because one's
states of mind _just before, during and
after death are among the principal
factors determining the nature of his
rebirth. It is necessary, first, to
discard all fear of death--a natural and
inevitable pheno~enon which, according
to the Buddha's teaching, confronts each

being an incalculable number of times.
This, of course, is not easy, because
even to one who sincerely believes he
has experienced dying countless times
already, death brings the terror of
the unknown. After all, one does not
remember the before and after circumstances of his previous deaths and anxiety generally attends setting out on
any voyage to a place (or state) where
one is deprived of the many supports-loved ones, family, friends, influence,
property, money, etc., on which he has
long depended for his welfare.
Rather more than half of Philip
Kapleau's book consists of quotations
from a wide selectiqn of sources on
the subjects of death, karma and re-
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birth. These quotations from sayings
or writings of the Buddha, numerous
Chinese and · Japanese Zen ~fas ters, two
Taoist sages, some great Hindu sunyasis
and a few westerners known for their
works on Buddhism make good reading for
those who, foreseeing the approach of
death, wish for reassurance. Collectively they inculcate an attitude of
calm acceptance entirely free from fear,
and they help one to understand the
causes, process and nature of rebirth.
Next comes a chapter of quotations relating to the dying of a number of great
Masters--the Buddha, Socrates, Zen and
Taoist sages, Sri Ramana Maharshi, etc.
--which reinforce the lesson that dying
need not be frightening or even particularly unpleasant (unless attended
by great physical pain, a plight which
those sages seem largely to have escaped or overcome.)

coming, it is that the sources of the
quotations are omitted. However, this
will not matter much to the general
reader and "'fr. Kapleau was not writing
for the specialLst. That this reviewer
thinks it superlatively worthwhile can
be gauged from the following reaction:
"I should like to have this book at hand
when death approaches and I should like
someone around me when I die who is well
acquainted with the final chapter."
--from

Tile United Nations Review

HUSTON SMITH

Prof. of Philosophy
at M. I. T.

Next to making preparation for death
comes the process of dying, for which
Mr. Kapleau offers sc,me practical instructions, such as mentally taking the
Three Refuges and Ten P'recepts, reciting and meditating on the Heart Sutra
(Prajna Paramita). Very rightly he
points out the need to avoid the use of
pa:fh-killing drugs to an extent that
would render the stricken one u~conscious at such a critical time. He
then goes on to explain what must be
done by one who has undertaken to guide
a dying friend by reminding him (just
before, during and immediately after
death) of those matters upon which dying thoughts can most profitably be
fixed. Mourners are advised to restrain their grief for fear of needlessly agitating the dead man's spirit,
and it is suggested that relatives arrange for three days to pass before
burial or cremation takes place, as it
is universally held by
Buddhists that
I
dying is a gradual process extending
beyond the time when the deceased is
pronounced medically dead.

I agreeu to this review with misgivings. Uy regard for its author/editor
and what he is doing at Rochester is
such that to criticize it would ha,re
been painful. At the same time, my
experience with anthologies has not
been on average a happy one. I needn't
have worried. I should have known that
the man who accomplished THE THREE PILLARS OF ZEN wouldn't have moved into
print with s9mething that was not right.
THE WHEEL OF DEATH is indeed a compilation--of selections on death, rebirth, and dying gleaned from Buddhist
and other sources. But the selections
are not just amassed; they are composed.
Visitors to the Rochester. Zen Center
quickly discover that Kapleau is a
visual artist, as readers of Tlill THREE
PILLARS have found that he is a verbal
one. The artistry of the present book
will be missed if it is used simply as
a reference; dipped into ~ere or there
for a pithy aphorism about karma or
reincarnation. The book needs to be
e,~perienced as a whole. I allocated a
quiet, uninterrupted morning to it and
emerged restored.

If this book, which testifies to
the compiler's excellent knowledge of
Buddhism, especially in its Sino-Japanese and Tibetan forms, has any short-
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The selections are grouped under
four headings: Death, Karma, Rebirth,
and Dying. These are followed by a
series of impressive accounts of the
dying of the masters. They reminded
me of the San Francisco Roshi Shunryu
Suzuki's preparation of his students
for his passing. As he was beloved
of so many readers of this journal I
insert it here; it would have fitted
perfectly into the book had it not
occurred after its publication.

mental. There were times when I found
myself breaking out in Zen-like belly
laughs:
/

A nobleman asked Master
Hakuin: "What happens to the
enlightened man at death?"
"Why ask me?"
"Because you're a Zen
Master!"
"Yes, but not a dead one!"

Or this death verse of Master Kukoku :
If at the moment I'm dying
I suffer, that is all right,
you know; that is suffering
Buddha. No confusion in it;
no problem. We should be
grateful to have a limited
body. If you had a limitless life it ~,ould be a real
problem for you.

Finally, the book is drawn to a close
by Kapleau's own instructions to the
dying, the bereaved, and those who
minister to them. In part, this section paraphrases THE TIBETAN BOOK OF
THE DEAD in modern idiom.
As with the Tibetan book, so with
this one: ostensibly on death, it is
really "a call to Life, a call to the
living no less than the dying to
awaken to the true significance of
birth and death," there being no understanding of the one without the other.
An index of the book's success is
that, though unuaveringly dignified and
serious, it never gets morose or senti-

Riding this wooden upside-down
horse,
I'm about to gallop through
the void.
Would you seek to trace me?
Ha! Try catching the tempest
in a net.

In the century that separates us from
the Victorians we have reversed their
denial of sex and obsession with death.
But there are signs that our blinking of
death, a la Forest Lawn Cemetery and
THE LOVED ONE, is coming to a close.
Doctors, ministers, existentialists and
therapists are trying anew to understand
this final mystery: Heidegger with his
authentic life as 'being unto death' ;
the imaginative research of Kant, Phanke,
and Grof on psychedelics and terminal
cancer patients. In this returning
search, this homecoming to our final
humanity, THE WHEEL OF DEATH is an important assist.
--from The Journal of
Transpersonal Psychology
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